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ABSTRACT 
The abstract of the thesis entitled: 
A Robust Numerical Method for Parameter Identification in Elliptic and Parabolic Systems 
submitted by Jingzhi Li 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy in Mathematics 
at the Chinese University of Hong Kong in June 2006 
This thesis studies a robust numerical method, called the multilevel model correction (MMC) 
approach, for the parameter identification problem in elliptic and parabolic systems, which 
is formulated as a PDE-constrained minimization problem. We develop a model correction 
approach which introduces an additional term added to the coarse grid model functional 
recursively from fine to coarse grid. Such modification is shown to be a necessary condition 
for the convergence of the multilevel model correction approach. The proposed numerical 
methods are conducted in a multilevel iterative way. The solution of the direct problem on 
the coarse grid greatly reduces the computational cost and speeds up the identifying process 
drastically. Numerical experiments are presented to illustrate the efficiency and robustness 
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1.1 Parameter identification problems 
The identification of a distributed parameter in partial differential equations is a frontier 
problem in scientific computing, which is highly nonlinear and ill-posed. We will focus on 
the parameter identification problem in elliptic and parabolic systems. 
First consider the problem of identifying an unknown distributed parameter q{x) in the 
elliptic system: 
- V . = f{x) in (1.1.1) 
with the Dirichlet boundary condition 
= 0 on r , (1.1.2) 
from measurements of the state variable u，or Wz of the gradient of the state variable 
Vu, where the physical domain Q, can be any bounded domain in d =1, 2 or 3, with 
Lipschitz continuous boundary F, and f € is a given source term. This problem 
arises in many industrial applications, for example, fluid flow of a one-phase reservoir, i.e., 
identifying the immeasurable (or inaccessible) absolute permeability q of some underground 
medium from the measured data of u or Vu. The absolute permeability q and the state 
variable u are related by the prescribed physical law governed by an elliptic system such as 
(1.1.1)-(1.1.2). For more details about the physical background and some existing numerical 
methods for the problems, we refer to [2，5, 7，20] and the references therein. 
Next consider the problem of identifying an unknown distributed parameter q{x) in the 
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parabolic system: 
Qn 
瓦 - • . = g{x, t) (0，T), (1.1.3) 
with the initial condition 
？ 0 ) = UQ{X) in Q, (1.1.4) 
and the Dirichlet boundary condition 
� u[x, = 0 on dQ. X (0, T) (1.1.5) 
from measurements z{x) of the state variable or Vz{x) of the gradient of the state 
variable Vu{x, t) at the terminal time t 二 T. We assume the following for the given source 
term and initial data 
g e L''{Qt) and uo e H\n), (1.1.6) 
where Qt = ^ x (0,T). This problem arises in many industrial applications, for example, 
time-dependent heat conduction of some material occupying the domain i.e., identifying 
the immeasurable (or inaccessible) conductivity q of some material from the measured data of 
u or VU at the terminal time. The conductivity q and the state variable u are related by the 
prescribed physical law governed by an parabolic system such as (1.1.3)—(1.1.5). For more 
details about the physical background and some existing analytical and numerical methods 
for the problems, we refer to [2，5，7, 8, 16] and the references therein. 
1.2 Overview of existing numerical methods 
Among numerous existing methods for parameter identifications in partial differential equa-
tions, the output least-squares formulation with Tikhonov regularization is one of the most 
stable and reliable approaches. But the resulting optimization systems constrained with 
PDEs are highly nonlinear and numerically still ill-conditioned, and how to solve the sys-
tems efficiently is an extremely challenging problem. Since the effective solution of such a 
nonlinear optimization system is an essential stage to achieve a satisfactory reconstruction 
result for a concerned identification problem, it draws increasing attention during the last 
few decades and many types of algorithms have been proposed. Basically, these methods 
can be categorized into the following classes: 
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1. Uzawa method [14, 15], which solves the partial differential equation (and possibly the 
adjoint equation) to get the gradient direction for the parameter q and updates the 
parameter iteratively along the gradient direction. 
2. Nonlinear conjugate gradient method [18], which solves the partial differential equation 
(and possibly the adjoint equation) to get the gradient direction for the parameter q, 
then modifies this gradient to get its conjugate gradient by some nonlinear conjugate 
gradient schemes, and updates the parameter iteratively along the conjugate gradient 
direction. 
3. Newton or quasi-Newton method, like L-BFGS method [10’ 12，19], which approximates 
the Hessian of the nonlinear functional based on its gradient knowledge. 
4. Lagrangian or augmented Lagrangian method [5, 9, 11], which introduces a Lagrangian 
or augmented Lagrangian functional, then updates iteratively the parameter q, the so-
lution u of the system and the Lagrangian multiplier A simultaneously or alternatively. 
In spite of the rich literature on the numerical methods for the parameter identification 
problems, fast and robust solvers are rare. Methods of the four classes mentioned above are 
all conducted on the grid of only one level, which limits the feasibility of the method in the 
case of large-scale applications. Taking into consideration a forward solution of the partial 
differential equations at each iteration, even if the number of the iterations is moderate, the 
computational cost of the entire reconstruction process will be really formidable in large-scale 
cases. 
In this paper, we propose a multilevel model correction approach for the inverse problems, 
especially for the parameter identification problems in elliptic and parabolic systems based 
on the finite element discretization. The formulation of the parameter identification problem 
is a PDE-constrained minimization problem. Suppose we are given a sequence of nested finite 
element spaces that are defined on a sequence of triangulations on the domain we can 
formulate a PDE-constrained minimization model at each level. It must be emphasized that 
directly applying the multigrid idea to these models does not guarantee the convergence of 
the resulting method, since different regularization parameters are required on different level 
of grids to achieve good approximation of the parameter q, but the choice of regularization 
parameters itself is also a difficult task. To avoid choosing regularization parameters on 
different levels of grids, a model correction term is constructed recursively at each level from 
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the finest grid to the coarsest grid. Then we employ the multigrid idea to these modified 
models. Since most computations are done on the coarser grids, where the PDE-constrained 
minimization problem can be solved much more efficiently than on the finest grid. Through 
the information exchange between the coarse and fine grid, the convergence rate of the 
algorithm speeds up tremendously. The algorithm that we propose can apply to any regular 
or irregular, simply connected domain Q with Lipschitz continuous boundary in R^, d =1, 
2 or 3. The multilevel model correction approach can be used as a general framework to 
construct fast solvers for other inverse problems, like identification of source term, initial 
condition and radiative coefficient etc. The essential part of the methodology is how to 
construct the model correction terms for the energy functionals on different levels of grids. 
There are many efforts which tried to apply the multigrid methods for solving the inverse 
problems [1, 3, 13]. There are in broad sense two ways to apply multigrid ideas to inverse 
problems. First, the multigrid methods were applied to the linearized KKT optimality sys-
tem of the output least-squares with Tikhonov regularization formulation, but for which no 
effective pre-smoothing algorithms are available. Instead, Yamamoto and Zou [21] were the 
first to propose a multilevel type method to apply multigrid ideas to solve the Tikhonov reg-
ularized minimization system directly, for which the classical gradient or nonlinear conjugate 
gradient method turns out to be effective pre-smoothers. In this work, we shall improve that 
method by combining it with the dual viewpoint. 
The improving idea of our algorithm tracks back to the classical Full Approximation Scheme 
(FAS), which is initiated by Achi Brandt in his seminal paper [4] and used to solve some 
forward well-posed problems like nonlinear elliptic equations. It is his dual viewpoint for 
the nonlinear multigrid method and a recent work [17] by Nash also motivated by the dual 
viewpoint that inspire the authors to incorporate the model correction term into the mini-
mization functionals at different levels of grids in the finite element framework. It must be 
pointed out that there are more subtle tricks to compute the model correction terms in the 
finite element space than in the ordinary Euclidean space [17] due to the non-orthogonality 
of the basis functions of the finite element space. 
1.3 Outline of the thesis 
The thesis is organized as follows: we give an abstract formulation of our multilevel model cor-
rection algorithm for the general inverse problems in Chapter 2. We introduce the Brandt's 
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dual viewpoint of the nonlinear multigrid method and prove conditions for the convergence 
of the proposed method in Chapter 3. We will briefly formulate the inverse problems and 
the finite element discretization for the parameter identification problems in elliptic and 
parabolic systems and apply our MMC framework to the problems of identifying the param-
eter q when measured data z or Vz is available in the elliptic system, or when measured 
data z or Vz is available at the terminal time in the parabolic system, respectively in Chap-
ter 4. Numerical experiments are done to illustrate the efficiency and robustness of the new 
approach in Chapter 5. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 2 
General Framework 
2.1 Abstract inverse problem 
Consider a general inverse problem of the abstract form, 
^ = C{q), (2.1.1) 
where /： is a nonlinear operator mapping from Q into V，Q and V are both Hilbert spaces, 
g e Q is the model parameter to be identified, and u = u[q) eV is the state variable which 
may be corrupted by measurement errors in practice. The measured noisy data with noise 
level S are denoted by The equation (2.1.1) can be some physical laws governed by partial 
differential equations or integral equations. 
To transform the ill-posed problem into a nearby well-posed one and make a numerical 
solution feasible, we shall consider the most frequently used and, most reliable methodology 
which formulates the inverse problem into the output least-squares system together with 
some regularization: 
溫i^ i AQ) = l\\u{q) - / Ipv + j\\q\\l， （2.1.2) 
where u is determined by q from equation (2.1.1), and is a non-empty convex bounded 
subset of Q. This formulation has been proved to be most reliable and stable for inverse 
problems. But the solution of this highly nonlinear system is rather difficult. Gradient type 
methods and its variants are very stable methods but converge extremely slow in the final 
stage. However they converge very fast at their first few iterations. This indicates that 
they are good potential smoothers and thus motivates the proposal of the first nonlinear 
gradient-based rnultigrid method [21]. 
6 
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The solution q to the minimization problem (2.1.2) can be characterized as the solution to 
the variational problem 
{u{q) - z\ � + 27(9, p)q = 0 for al\ p e Q . (2.1.3) 
where u'{q)p e V is the Gateaux derivative of u{q) with respect to p. In particular, for 
the parameter identification problems to be discussed in later sections, the existence of the 
minimizers is guaranteed by the results from [5’ 9, 14 . 
2.2 Abstract multilevel models 
One may discretize the system (2.1.2) by different numerical methods. Assume that Qh and 
QH are finite dimensional subspaces of Q on two adjacent grids and suppose that QH C Qh-
Let Kh and KH are subsets of Qh and QH respetively and KH C Kh- Now we can formulate 
two basic model problems between two adjacent grid levels. 
Associated with equation (2.1.1), the basic fine grid and coarse gird problems are respectively 
given by 
min Jh{qh) = l \ \uh{qh) -z^ \ \v -^^ \MQ, (2.2.1) 
Qh^^h L 
s.t. UK = jCfMh) (2.2.2) 
and 
mill JNIQH) = HLUHIGN) - Z^WL + I\\QH\\Q„ (2.2.3) 
qh^KH L 
S.t. Uu = (2.2.4) 
where Ch and CH are the approximation of the operator C respectively. 
But as we will see later, the cost functionals like (2.2.1) and (2.2.3) are inappropriate func-
tionals to use in all grid levels except on the finest grid. Instead, they will be modified by 
adding some proper model correction terms. For two adjacent grid levels, the modified cost 
functionals will be of the following forms: 
The fine grid problem on Qh: 
min Jhiqh) = — IMq^ - (^h,qhhh (2-2.5) 
S.t. Uh = Ch{qh)- (2.2.6) 
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The coarse grid problem on QH' 
min JHiQH) = 丑(収）—之"^ lll + —(冷斷，你)Q" (2-2.7) 
s.t. UH = CIMH). (2.2.8) 
The modif ied coarse grid problem on QH-
min JniqH) = — + 7||収111 —(冷他 + 切 / / ， ( 2 - 2 . 9 ) 
s.t. UH = CNIGN)- (2.2.10) 
Here /各 is the restriction operator defined by 
(/告w/n MQ, = K , MQ, for all (J>H E QH (2.2.11) 
Note that Wh in (2.2.5) is in fact identically zero on the finest grid, i.e., Jh[qh) = Jh{Qh), 
which is consistent with the original problem. Part of the third term in Equation (2.2.9), 
— {WH , QH)QH^ is called the model correction term and is constructed recursively from fine 
to coarse grid on each grid level. It plays a crucial role in our multilevel model correction 
algorithm. On the current coarse grid, the modified coarse grid problem (2.2.9)-(2.2.10) is 
viewed as the fine grid problem relative to its next coarser grid, that is, the model correction 
terms are constructed recursively from fine to coarse grid in order. 
Now assume that all these model problems are Gateaux difFerentiable. The solution q^ for 
the fine grid model problem on Qh is characterized by 
JiMDPh = Mql) — z\u�(q*Mv + 2龍 Phhh - = 0 (2.2.12) 
for all ph G Qh, where Jh{ql)ph and u'j^[ql)ph are the Gateaux derivatives of Jh{q*h) and 
with respect to ph, respectively. 
The solution q*fj for the coarse grid model problem on Qh is characterized by 
JH{QH)PH =(如(A) - Z\U'H{Q*H)PH)V + 2偏,PHHH - = 0 (2.2.13) 
for all Ph G Qh, where Jh{Qh)Ph and u'ff{q*fj)pH are the Gateaux derivatives of JH(q*H) and 
UHign) with respect to p仔,respectively. 
And the solution qjj for the modified coarse grid model problem on QH is characterized by 
灿 ; J ) P H = M R N ) - Z',U'^{RH)PH)V + 2 龍 P H H H - 彻 H + WH,PH)QH = 0(2.2.14) 
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for all PH G QH, where JI(Q}{)PH and U'FJ{Q*FJ)PH are the Gateaux derivatives of JHIQN) and 
UHiqli) with respect to pn, respectively. 
How to construct these model correction terms recursively from finest to coarsest grid on each 
grid level will be discussed in detail in our abstract multi-level model correction ( M M C ) 
algorithm in the following subsection. 
2.3 Abstract MMC algorithm 
Assume that are nested finite dimensional subspaces of Q such that 
Qho C Qhi • • • C QhN 三 Qh, 
Let i = 1，2，. •. ，Nh^ be the basis functions on Qh,^ for = 0,1，... , N. 
Following (2.2.5)-(2.2.10), we are ready to propose the model problems on each grid level. 
Except for the finest grid model, for which we add no extra terms to the cost functional, 
or JhiAQhN) = Jh^iQhN)=么AqhN), the model problems on the k-th. level of grid, k = 
0,1，…，TV — 1, are of the forms: 
The basic A:-th level grid problem: 
工 人 “ 办 J = l l M g h J - z ^ W l r - ^ l l M q , , (2-3.1) 
s.t. Uhk = Ch^iqhk)- (2.3.2) 
The A:-th level grid problem: 
min JhdQh,) = h\uh,{qh,) - z^fv + 7 l k / i J l L " K^'^/^Jq/.^ (2.3.3) 
S . t . Uhk = A f c f e J - (2.3.4) 
The solution ql^ for the A:-th level grid model problem in Qh^ is characterized by 
J L M h M , = — 之〜 < ( ‘ ) P / J v + - = 0 (2.3.5) 
for all phk e Qhk. 
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The modified k-th level grid problem: 
min JhMh,) = + 
一 ( < r �切、+ 1 +切 ( 2 . 3 . 6 ) 
s.t. Uh^  = Ch入qhk). (2.3.7) 
The solution 驳& for the A;-th level grid modified model problem in Q/i^  is characterized by 
JLShM, = KJSJ - + 
- { I h T ^ H ^ . + � i O q � = 0 for all pn, € Qh, • (2.3.8) 
The main concern of the M M C idea is to solve the discrete minimization problem on the 
finest space by making use of the auxiliary coarser spaces Qh^ for 0 < A; < A .^ 
We first give a gradient-based optimization procedure for the later purpose of smoothing, 
other type of smoothing iterative methods may also be used, e.g. Uzawa methods and 
nonlinear conjugate gradient methods. 
Optimization algorithm 
Procedure: Wh^.rik) 
for i = 1 to Tik 
JhkiQh,) •= Jh,{qhk) -
Jhki^hk) := Gradient{Jh,,Qh^,Uh^ 
a := ao； 
loop: 
Qhk ••= Qh, -
^h, ：= Afc fe J； 
JhMhiJ ••= JhMhk) -
if JhdQh,) < Jh.iQhk) 
break; 
else 
a : = a / 2 ; qhk := 





Here the component Gradient(J/i^, g/j^, u/j^, Wh^ ) depends on different settings of practical 
problems. For our parameter identification examples, the gradient of the cost functionals 
can be computed explicitly and will be derived in later sections. This optimization proce-
dure can be explained as follows. We first solve the forward problem to obtain the state 
variables. With the knowledge of state variables, measurement data and current iterate of 
parameter, we can compute the gradient of the cost functionals through some explicit for-
mulae accordingly. A step size of line search is determined by a simple backtracking criteria, 
i.e., reducing the step size by a half if the cost functional is not sufficiently decreased (i.e., 
the step size is overemphasized). And the initial step size a � i s chosen such that the magni-
tude of \\oiJh^{Qhk)Woo is of the same order as that of ||办』oo. This is to make the decrease 
comparable to the magnitude of the current guess. 
Now, let be an initial guess on the finest grid and set Whj^  = 0, then the abstract 
multi-level model correction M M C algorithm can be formulated as follows: 
M M C algorithm 
Procedure: mC{J^^q^^^.w^,) 
if A: = 0, 
1. Coarse solver: 
Qho Op t imize ( J / i o，必)乂几0) ; 
else 
2. Presmooth: 
Qh^  •= Optiinize( J/i,, Wh^rtk)] 
3. Compute the model correction term: 
4?:=“X)); 
JiiQhH) •= 
Ji) — jf^k Ji). 
^hk-i •一 上hk-iQhk ’ 
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Whk-i := C o o r d i n a t e C h a n g e ( � 
4. Recursive iterations: 
:= MMC(gill,zM^lw,, + /^^ .-i)； 
5. Coarse grid correction: 
ehk-i — Qhk-i ^hk-i^hk ’ 
6. Line search: 
《 : = 必 : ) + < 、 ； 
7. Postsmooth:(optional) 
� ) O p t i m i z e ( J f c , g f j , 
end Procedure. 
The above M M C algorithm can be described in details as follows: 
1. Coarsest grid approximate solver. If it is on the coarsest grid, i.e., k = 0, approximately 
solve the coarsest grid problem 
m i n J h o i q h o ) = h l U o i q h o ) - ^ ' ^ l l y + 7 l k / i o l l L - K o , 9 / z o ) Q . o ， （2 .3 .9 ) 
qhQ^Kho I 0 u 
directly with initial guess q(二) to get 必)and return. 
2. Presmooth. If it is not on the coarsest grid, i.e., k 0, apply Uk iterations of some 
optimization algorithms to the A:-level grid problem with the initial guess q^ J^ to get 
3. Model correction. Assume that the gradient of the cost functional has some kind of 
explicit formula. Therefore, the gradients on different levels of grids can be computed 
through (2.3.5). 
Note that ibhk—i in step 3 is not the model correction term we desire. A tricky transform 
is needed to obtain Wh^一^ For this purpose, we have to compute the coarse grid model 
correction term�Whk-i,qhk_i�Qhk-i ^^ the modified coarse functional Jhk^i (see (2.3.6)-
(2.3.7)) in such a way that the Gateaux derivative of the model correction term with 
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respect to is exactly the z-th component of The reason why should 
be evaluated in this way will be explained in Section 3. 
Furthermore, it is worth noting that the restriction operator in step 3 of M M C 
algorithm is different from the restriction operator We can define gh^ , as a linear 
functional on Qhk by 
( g k k , 於 ) = 小、 (2.3.10) 
where 〈 .， i s the dual pair between Q/i^  and the dual of Qh^- Similarly Qhk-i 
can also be defined as a linear functional on Qhk-i by 
〈办…么"“ = J L M I L M ' ' ' ^ (2.3.11) 
where〈.，•)hk-i is the dual pair between Qhk-i and the dual of Qhk-i-
From the nestedness of Qhk-i and Qh^, /�二 ] is an operator from QJ^ ^ to and 
defined by 
� 4 t i 办H 於 - X - i H 你 j ： ^ ^ " ^ (2.3.12) 
Since Qhk^i C Qhk, we know 小，-丄 is a linear combination of the basis functions of Qh^, 
the computation f o r 〈 / 么 声 ; ^ ， i s trivial for we have obtained J/；“疋 
beforehand, which facilitates the computation of It is worth noting that 
this is essentially different from the finite difference setting. 
4. Model correction recursion. Apply the M M C algorithm recursively, with initial guess 
必 t o the modified coarse grid problem: 
min = J - llv + 
qhk-i 印 hk-i I k 1 
-(！！：“川“�•iK-i (2-3.13) 
s.t. = Ch,_,iqhk-x) (2.3.14) 
to obtain q(二Here acts as the role played on the k-th. level of grid by 
JhkiQhk)-
5. Coarse grid error correction. Compute 
e “ : ~ t - q t ) , (2.3.15) 
where is the extension operator defined by 
小、h�= K h ，么 J � f o r all 办、e Qh, (2.3.16) 
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Since Qhk_i C Qhk, is in fact the natural injection operator from Qh^-i into Qh^. 
6. Line search. Perform a line search to obtain 
必 〜 （2.3.17) 
We use the simple backtracking criteria to determine the step size as the previous 
optimization procedure uses. 
7. Postsmooth(Optional). Apply rrik iterations of some optimization algorithms to the 
A:-level grid problem with the initial g u e s s � ) t o get 
In summary, we can first formulated a concerned inverse problem as a nonlinear operator 
equation constrained minimization problem as (2.1.1)-(2.1.2). Then employing some dis-
critization scheme to the original problem yields basic fine and coarse grid models. With 
some explicit gradient knowledge of the fine and coarse grid cost functionals, we obtain the 
modified coarse grid cost functional. A natural generalization of applying the idea to even 
coarser grids leads to the multilevel version of our model correction algorithm. Therefore, 
our approach provides a systematic way to fit many existing inverse problems into the mul-
tilevel model correction algorithm. We will show in Chapter 4 by four examples to describe 
how to apply our approach to parameter identification problems in elliptic and parabolic 
systems when the measurement of state variable or its gradient is available. Before that, we 
will present some convergence analysis of the proposed M M C method. 
Chapter 3 
Dual Viewpoint and Convergence 
Condition 
3.1 Dual viewpoint of nonlinear multigrid method 
Traditional linear multigrid ideas, which deal with linear system of equations, are hard to 
be naturally generalized to the nonlinear setting. Achi Brandt's Full Approximation Scheme 
(FAS) is an alternative approach to apply the multigrid idea directly to the nonlinear system 
of equations. Apart from the common ingredients of most multigrid algorithms, two crucial 
variations are to find a suitable nonlinear relaxation method to smooth the errors and to 
devise a procedure for approximating correction terms on coarser grids. Comparatively, the 
latter plays a more fundamental role in the devise of nonlinear multigrid method. 
Brandt proposed in [4] a dual viewpoint to look at the FAS, which is originally intended for 
solving the forward nonlinear elliptic partial differential equations. We extend and apply it 
below to illustrate why our proposed algorithm works. 
To find a minimizer of the functional in equation (2.3.3)，we are led to solve a nonlinear 
algebraic system, derived from the first order optimal condition, as 
J 二 = (3.1.1) 
Now suppose that q^ ^ is the solution on the fine grid model which satisfies equation (2.3.5). 
Consider the relative truncation error t"二’ which is defined on the coarse grid Qhk-i relative 
to the fine grid Q"知： 
丁K = J L - M T A ) - 视 ) . (3.1.2) 
15 
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It is easy to see that = 0 from (3.1.1) and the definition of /；^：丄.If it is 
required that 々 一 ^ is the solution on the coarse grid, the first order optimal condition for 
the coarse grid model should be written as 
- T；^  = 0, (3.1.3) 
in other words, t"二 can be regarded as the correction to the original first order optimal 
condition for the coarse grid functional Jhk-i so that the solution of the coarse grid equation 
will be the fine grid solution restricted onto the coarse grid, i.e., Ql^Qh^.i = ^hk-i^lk = 
Clearly we can not compute 7•二 without knowledge of g二，but we do have an approximation 
to it. Naturally, we will use the current guess Qh,^  as an approximation of q^ ^ in equation 
(3.1.2). Then we set 
丁、=及 _ i ( � V / J — I T A M ) ( 3丄4 ) 
and replace r二 by Th^  in equation (3.1.3) to obtain the derivative of the cost functional on 
the coarse grid: 
礼 = J L J q h � - � . (3.1.5) 
It is the relation (3.1.5) that suggests us how to construct the cost functional Jhk-i-
From the relation (3.1.5), we see that once we obtain the exact solution on the fine grid, 
刃fctefc) will vanish, then the minimizer of the modified coarse grid model functional Jhk-i 
is just the restriction of the fine solution on the coarse grid, or for substituting 
々 一 i n t o the right-hand side of equation (3.1.5) leads to nullity. This dual point of view 
guarantees the restriction of the exact solution on the fine grid will be the exact solution on 
the next coarser grid and leads to a necessary condition for our M M C algorithm. 
3.2 Convergence condition of MMC algorithm 
With the dual viewpoint in Section 3.1, we are in a position to prove a necessary condition 
for the convergence of the M M C algorithm 
Theorem 3.2.1. Adding the additional term -[Whf^_”qh�Qhf^__^ to the coarse grid model 
functional Jhk-i as described in the MMC algorithm (see (2.3.13)) to obtain the modified 
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model functional Jh^-xj 肌d recursively applying model correction procedure to Jh^-i to ob-
tain the modified cost functional on the even coarser grid, are a necessary condition for 
convergence of the MMC algorithm. 
Proof. Suppose that the M M C algorithm converges to a minimizer 办& on the finest grid 
Qhk, where k = N, and Jh^{qhk) = 0. Then on the second finest grid, we are going to 
show that is a critical point for i . e . ， = 0. A simple 
calculation shows that 
= 及 - 1 W t i 办 J - 及 + ^ t A M 
= 0 . 
Then /力：一？/！左 is a critical point for Jhk-iiQhk-i) on the coarse space Qhk-i- Then no extra 
error correction will be introduced from equation (2.3.15), i.e., e / i ^ 二 0. This ensures that 
no divergence of the solution from finest grid to its next coarse grid. So the restriction of 
the exact solution on the fine grid will be the exact solution on the next coarser grid. By 
induction, the result still holds true to even coarser grid. • 
We can now establish the following convergence theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3.2.2. Assume that Kh C Qh is a finite dimensional convex compact subset, 
Jh{qh) is continuous on Qh, and the Gateaux derivative J'h{qh)Ph of JhiQh) exists for any 
Ph G Qh and is continuous with respect to qh on Kh. Furthermore, we assume that the exact 
line search is used. If q\p is the current iterate on the finest grid after the j-th cycle of 
MMC algorithm, then every interior cluster point ql of {ql^^} is a critical point of Jh{-)-
If Jh{-) is convex over K^, then ql is a minimizer of Jh(.). Furthermore, if Jh{-) is strictly 
convex over K^, then ql is the unique minimizer of Jh{')-
Proof. It can be easily seen that {必力} satisfies < A(必)))for we employ the 
gradient-type method at each M M C cycle. We can extract a subsequence of {？又力}，still 
denoted by {必“ )^}，which converges to an interior cluster point Since Jh(-) is defined over 
a finite dimensional convex compact subset Kh C Qh, bounded from below and continuous 
with respect to 办，then to prove ql is a critical point of Jh{') is equivalent to show that 
JIM) = 0. 
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Suppose, on the contrary, that Jhiql) 0. Let a^ be the step size for the line search at the 
k-th step associated with dk = — JJ^(g^). Let us prove in two cases. 
1) If we can extract a subsequence of ak, still denoted as such that ^ 0 as A: 00. 
By the exact line search, we have 
+ (3.2.1) 
Since that dk = —Jhiq^) is continuous with respect to q^ over compact Kh. Taking the limit 
in equation (3.2.1), we have 
lim (JIM + c^M, 4 ) = 一 W t e )， J ' M ) ) = 0. (3.2.2) 
k-^oo 
Thus J ' M ) = 0. 
2) Otherwise lim infjt-^oo c^ k > ckq > 0. A subsequence of ak, still denoted as ak, can be 
selected such that ak > ao/2. If J^iql) / 0，we may suppose without loss of generality that 
for some positive e 
- ( • ’ 糊 ) S - “ 0 . (3.2.3) 
Note that limA:_^ oo dk = JHQI) possibly after extracting a subsequence. Hence there exists a 
neighborhood of q^, N{ql), and a sufficiently large integer m such that for any qh G N{ql) 
and a subsequence {ki} of {k} with ki>m for all I, 
(3.2.4) 
and 必 e Niql ) . 
We may take sufficiently small positive real number a such that for all 0 < a < a , q�-\-adki G 
N{ql). Now we take a* = niin(Q;o/2, a) > 0. Thus 
Wn) - Mql) = ; £ ( A ( � + i ) - J / ^ ( 0 ) + ( 4 ( e ) - A ( ^ 
1=0 
00 
< E M ^ ' ) - A(必))+ M ” - MqD) 
z=o 
00 
< (必 + 叫 ) - M 论 ) ) + M n - M€)) 
0 0 
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where we use the property of the exact line search in the second inequality and the Lagrange 
Mean Value theorem in the third equality. But the conclusion is absurd since Jh(-) is bounded 
from below by the assumption. 
Therefore, we have J'f^{ql) 二 0 in both cases, i.e. is indeed a critical point of Jh{-)- The 
rest of the proof is trivial by the convexity of J"�) from standard optimization theory. 
• 
Different from the FAS algorithm, it was proposed in [21] to use the direct error correction 
method and the coarse grid model functional is given by 
(3.2.5) 
s . t . � - i W L 办 J e / ^ M ) 二 以 ( 3 . 2 . 6 ) 
Assume that the solution qhk is obtained for the fine grid model problem, then J^^ {qh )^ 
vanishes. After restriction onto 知 ， = One may get some coarse grid 
solution 豆hk_i other than 一qhk, since 知 办 J may not vanish for we still use the 
same regularization parameter 7 on this coarse grid without any modification to the model 
problem. Therefore an undesired error correction may be introduced for e/i^  = 乂如k-i — 
This side effect may lead to some poor performance when the solution is transferred 
to much coarser grids. Instead, the new M M C algorithm proposed in Section ？? will 
naturally avoid such undesired error correction. 
More important, our proposed method can be viewed from another perspective, we conjec-
ture that the modified term may be taken as a principle for implicit modification of the 
regularization parameters on different levels of grids. 
Chapter 4 
Applications of MMC Algorithm for 
Parameter Identification in Elliptic 
and Parabolic Systems 
We will discuss in detail in this section by four examples to describe how to apply our pro-
posed approach to parameter identification problems in elliptic and parabolic systems when 
the measurement of state variable or its gradient is available, respectively. The emphasis 
will be put on how to formulate the inverse problems as a nonlinear operator equation con-
strained minimization problem, how to yield basic fine grid models for the finite element 
discritization and how to derive the explicit formulae for the Gateaux derivative of the dis-
cretized cost functional on the finite element space. All the rest of the work will follow the 
standard line as our abstract M M C algorithm. As for the theoretical details behind this 
formulation including continuity of the discrete cost functional, existence of minimizers and 
convergence analysis etc., we refer to [5, 9, 14 . 
4.1 Notations 
Assume that we are given a nested set of shape regular triangulations 仏o of the domain 
Q of simplicial elements, namely intervals in one dimension, triangles in two dimensions and 
tetrahedra in three dimensions [6], with 7 " � b e i n g a refinement of {Q/ijJj^zo are nested 
finite dimensional continuous, piecewise linear finite element spaces defined on {T^Oj^o such 
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that 
Qho c Qhi …c QhN， 
Let 於，i = 1,2,... , Nhk be the basis functions on Qhk for /j = 0,1, • • • , N. 
For these special examples, the parameter space Q and the data space V coincide, i.e. 
Q = V = and the discretization of V yields a nested sequence of subspaces {V/^J^q 
o o 
and Vhi 三 Qhi for all i. In particular, set Qh 三 Qh^ and V^ 三 VhN and define and Vh to 
be subspaces of Qh and Vh consisting of functions vanishing on the boundary, respectively. 
To fully discretize the parabolic systems below, we also need the time discretization. To 
do so, we divide the time interval (0’ T) into M equally-spaced subintervals by using nodal 
points 
0 = t^ = T 
with tn = nr , r = T/M. For a continuous mapping u : [0,T] -)• L^(fi), we define ？ = 
u[.’nT) for 0 < n < M. For a given sequence C L^(f^) we define the difference 
quotient and the averaging function 
qjn _ yTl-l 1 广 
d丁vT = - ~ ~ - ~ = - / l i � dt. (4.1.1) 
T T 
The regularization parameter is always represented as 7 and the feasible parameter set 
K = {q e Q] ll^ ll < 00 and 0 < a i < q{x) < a2 a.e. in (4.1.2) 
and its discrete counterpart K^ is given by 
Kh = {qh e Q h ; 0 < a i < Qhix) < V xG Q}. (4.1.3) 
With the above notations, we are ready to briefly formulate the parameter identification 
problems in the elliptic and parabolic systems. 
4.2 Parameter identification in elliptic systems I. 
Consider the parameter identification problem when the measured data Vz is available in 
the elliptic system as the following PDE-constrained minimization problem 
min J{q) = - [ q\Wv - dx-\--f [ dx (4.2.1) 
q&K 2 J^ Jn 
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subject to q e K and v = v{q) G Hq{Q) satisfying 
[qVv ‘ V(f)dx = [ f(j)dx for all (f) G Hl[Q). (4.2.2) 
Jn Jn 
We can formulate the discrete constrained minimization problem corresponding to the con-
tinuous problem (4.2.1)-(4.2.2) by the finite element discretization as follows 
min JhiQh) = \ I qh\yvh — V^af ob + 7 [ |•办|2 dx (4.2.3) 
QheKh 2 J^ 
O 
subject to Qh e Kh and Vh 三 Vh(qh) ^ Vh satisfying 
/ Qh^Vh • y(l>hdx = / f(i)h dx for all (f)h E Vh- (4.2.4) 
Jn Jn 
The gradient of this functional is derived as follows. For each q^ G Kh, the Gateaux derivative 
o 
of Vhiqh) with respect to any ph G Qh, v'h{QLh)Ph € Vh, satisfies 
/ g / i V v ' M P h •V(t)hdx = - PhVvhiqh) . dx for all € Vh- (4.2.5) 
Jn Jn 
To reduce the computational cost of the Gateaux derivative of the functional Jh(qh), we 
introduce an adjoint equation: 
o 
Find Wh G Vh such that 
/ qhVwh . V0/, dx= I qhV{vh - z) . V^h dx for all (f)h e Vh- (4.2.6) 
Jn Jn 
Then using (4.2.5) and (4.2.6)，we can calculate the Gateaux derivative of the functional 
Jh{qh) with respect to Ph as follows: 
JhiQh)Ph = I [ Ph\'^Vh-Vz\'^dx+ f qh{'^Vh-Vz)'Wv'f,{qh)phdx-^2j / Vqh-Vph dx 
2 Jn Jn J^ 
= I [ [ qh'^v'h{qh)Ph • Vwhdx + 27 / Wqh ‘ Vph dx 
2 Jn Jn Jn 
= I I Phiyvh - Vzf dx - [ phS^Vh • Vwh dx + 2-f •办.V p h dx (4.2.7) 
2 Jn Jn Jn 
where we take ^h 二 Wh in equation (4.2.5) and take (ph — v'f^ (qh)Ph in equation (4.2.6), then 
plug them into the first and second equality in (4.2.7). 
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4.3 Parameter identification in elliptic systems II. 
Consider the parameter identification problem when the measured data z is available in the 
elliptic system as the following PDE-constrained minimization problem 
min J � f dx-^j f |Vg|2 dx (4.3.1) 
q印 2 Jn Jn 
subject to q e K and v = v{q) G Hq (JT^ ) satisfying 
[qVv ‘ V(f)dx = [ f(t)dx for all (f) e H^iQ). (4.3.2) 
Jn Jn 
The corresponding finite element discretization of (4.3.1)-(4.3.2) is defined by 
min Jh{qh) = \ ( \vh - z\'^dx + 7 [ dx (4.3.3) 
QheKh Z Jn Jn 
o 
subject to Qh G Kh and Vh 三 Vh(qh) € Vh satisfying 
I qh^Vh ‘ V(l)hdx = [ f(l)h dx for all (/)/, G F/, . (4.3.4) 
JQ Jn 
The gradient of this functional is derived as follows. For each qh G Kh, the Gateaux derivative 
o 
of VhiQh) with respect to any ph € Vh, v'f^ {qh)ph G Vh, satisfies 
/ qh'^VhiQh)Ph • dx = - Ph^Vhiqh) • dx for all G Vh- (4.3.5) 
Jn Jn 
Similar to the technique in Section 4.2, we introduce an adjoint equation: 
o 
Find Wh G Vh such that 
/ Qh'^Wh . V(l)hdx = / {uh - z)(f)h dx for all ^h ^ Vh- (4.3.6) 
Jn Jn 
Then using (4.3.5) and (4.3.6)，the Gateaux derivative of the functional Jh{qh) with respect 
to ph can be evaluated as follows: 
JhiQh)Ph = / {vh - z)v'f,{qh)phdx + 27 / Vqh . Vp/, dx 
Jn Jn 
= / Qh'^Wh . Vv'f,{qh)phdx + 27 / Vqh . Vph dx 
Jn Jn 
= - / PhVwh • Vvhdx + 27 / Vqh . Vp" dx (4.3.7) 
Jn Jn 
where we take (j) = Wh in equation (4.3.5)，小=vl{qh)ph in equation (4.3.6) and plug them 
into the first and second equality in (4.3.7). 
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4.4 Parameter identification in parabolic systems I. 
Consider the parameter identification problem when the measured data Vz is available in 
the parabolic system as the following PDE-constrained minimization problem 
min J[q) = \ [ f q\Vv{q;t) - Vzl'^dxdtj [ dx (4.4.1) 
(zeK 2 Jt-(j Jn Jn 
subject to q e K and v 三 v(q; t) G Nq (Q) satisfying v(x, 0) = uo(x) in Q and 
/ Vt(/> dx + / q{x)\/v • V(t)dx = [ g{x,t)(t) dx for all ({) G (4.4.2) 
Jn Jn Jn 
for a.e. t e (0,T). 
Now we introduce the fully finite element approximation to (4.4.1)-(4.4.2) by using the 
trapezoidal quadrature rule for the time integral as follows: 
M 
min = ^ V / 办 - Vz'^l'dx + 7 / dx (4.4.3) 
仇 … 2 丄 „ 。 J n Jn 
o 
subject to qh € I<h and v^ 三 vJJ (办)G Vh satisfying v^^ = I\uo(工)in Q and 
/ drvj^c^hdx + / QhVvh • V(f>hdx = / g^ dx for all (f)h e Vh, (4.4.4) 
Jn Jn Jn 
0 
where P" is the L^-projection of onto V"，no is an integer such that nor = a, and 
ajif-no = = I and = 1 for all M - uq < n < M. 
The gradient of this functional is derived as follows. For each qh G Kh, the Gateaux derivative 
o 
of vj^(qh) with respect to any ph G Vh, satisfies vl{qh)'Ph 二 0，似qfiYPh ^  Vh 
{n > 1) and 
[drVl{QH)'PH<t>HDX + [ qhVvl{qn)'ph • V(l>hdx = - [ 办）• ^hdx (4.4.5) 
JQ Jn Jn 
o 
for all (j)h € Vh-
To simplify the computational cost of the Gateaux derivative of the functional Jjf^qh), we 
introduce an adjoint equation: 
o 
Find {uiJJ}仏0 such that w^ = ^ and for 0 < n < M, u;；； G Vh and satisfies 
- f d丁wpj)hd:c+ [ 办 = fin [ qh'^K-z)'V(l)hdx for all € Vh, 
Jn Jn Jn ,… 
(4.4.6) 
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where /j,n = o:n ^ or M — tiq < n < M and fin = 0 otherwise. 
Then the Gateaux derivative of the functional Jh(gh) with respect to ph is 
T M 
J'h{Qh)Ph = ^ ^n / Pf^l'^K - Vz^prfx + 27 / Wqh ‘ Vph dx 
^ n=M-no Jn Jn 
M 广 
+T Y^ / - Vz) • 
n = M - n o J n 
M „ 
= ^ c^ n / — Vz^'l^dx + 27 / Wqh . Vph dx 
^ n=M-no h Jn 
^ 广 
- T Y . / . V w l - ' d x (4.4.7) 
n=l 
where we first take 小=uJi{qh)'ph in equation (4.4.6) and sum over all 1 < n < M, then 
take (/) = iL；? in equation (4.4.5) and sum over all 0 < n < M - 1, then using integration by 
parts and plugging the two summation identities into the first equality in (4.4.7) yields the 
result. 
4.5 Parameter identification in parabolic systems II. 
Consider the parameter identification problem when the measured data 2; is available in the 
parabolic system as the following PDE-constrained minimization problem 
min J{q) = ^ [ f \v{q; t) - z\'^dxdt-h ^ [ dx (4.5.1) 
2 Jt-ct Jn Jn 
subject to q e K and v 三 t；(化 t) € Hq (Jl) satisfying ？;(a:, 0) = uo(x) in Q and 
[vt(t) dx + I q(x)Vv ‘ V(})dx = [ g{x,t)(l) dx for all (j) G H^in) (4.5.2) 
Jn Jn Jn 
for a.e. t G (0’r) . 
We formulate the finite element approximation problem corresponding to (4.5.1)-(4.5.2) by 
using the trapezoidal quadrature rule for the time integral as follows: 
M . . 
min Jl^iq,) = ^ V / - ^ ^ / (4.5.3) 
収讽 2 丄 n o Jn Jn 
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o 
subject to qh G K^ and v'^ 三 vj^(qh) G V^ satisfying ？;g = PhUo(x) in 0 and 
/ drvl(t)hdx + / qhVvh . V(f)hdx = / dx for all G Vh, (4.5.4) 
Jn Jn Jn 
o 
where Ph is the L^-projection of onto V^, tiq is an integer such that uot = a, aM-no = 
ajif = 5 and = 1 for all M - no < n < M. 
The gradient of this functional is derived as follows. For each 办 G Kh, the Gateaux derivative 
o 
of < (办)w i t h respect to any € 14’ vl(qh)'ph, satisfies vJ^^ 'Ph e Vh (n > 1) and 
f drvl{qh)'ph(l>hdx + [ qkVvliqhyVh ‘ V(f)hdx = - [ Ph^yHqh) • (4.5.5) 
Jn Jn Jn 
o 
for all (f)h G Vh-
Similar to the trick in Section 4.4，we introduce an adjoint equation: 
o 
Find {wh}n=o such that wjf = 0 and ioi 0 < n< M, w]^ e Vh and satisfies 
-[drWl(l)hdx + I qhVwJTi . V^M工=Mn f K - z)(l>hdx for all ^h e Vh, (4.5.6) 
Jn Jn Jn 
where /j,n = c^n ^ot M — uq < n < M and = 0 otherwise. 
Then we can derive the Gateaux derivative of the functional J"(办）with respect to p^ as 
follows 
M 
J'hMPh = r / K - z^KiqhYphdx + / Vqh ‘ Vph dx 
n=M-no Jn Jn 
= - t J 2 f . "^K'^dx + 27 / Vqh . Vpn dx (4.5.7) 
n=l Jn 
where we first take (j) = u^qhYPh in equation (4.5.6) and sum over all 1 < n < M, then 
take (/> = wJi in equation (4.5.5) and sum over all 0 < n < M - 1, then using integration by 




5.1 Test problems 
For a numerical illustration of our proposed methods for inverse problems of parameter 
identification, we implemented the MMC algorithm in Matlab and conducted experiments 
on a 3GHz computer. 
The first test problem is a parameter identification problem of elliptic type in one dimension 
—去 ( 9⑷去 U ⑷ ) = f i x ) X E (0,1)， （5.1.1) 
the second test problem is a parameter identification problem of parabolic type in one di-
mension 
ltU�x’t�— •^{^(x�~^u(x,t)) = nx,t�x€{0,l), (5.1.2) 
and the third test problem is a parameter identification problem of elliptic type in two 
dimensions 
- V . y)Vu{x, y)) = f{x, y) {x, y) e (0，1) x (0，1). (5.1.3) 
The boundary condition are always assumed to be of homogeneous Dirichlet type and the 
initial condition will be specified later. 
Most parameters related in the algorithm are chosen as follows. The lower and upper bounds 
Q；! and a2 in the constraint set Kh (see (4.1.3)) are taken to be 0.5 and 20. The initial guess 
q^ on the finest grid in the MMC algorithm (see Page 11) is set to be a constant function 
10 for all the test problems. We add uniform random error to the exact solution u or its 
27 
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gradient Vu in (5.1.1)-(5.1.3) to generate the observed data z or V2；, 
z = z{l-\-6) or = + 
where 5 is the random error level. We choose 6 to be 0.01, 0.05 or 0.1，which is common in 
engineering applications. The regularization parameter 7 is chosen in accordance with the 
error level and different test problems. In our M M C algorithm, we apply 2 pre-smoothing 
steps and no post-smoothing steps at each level of grids, and 10 optimization steps on the 
coarsest level of grid. Simple backtracking rule for the line search is used as described in 
Section 2.3. 
For the 1-d problems as (5.1.1) and (5.1.2)，we divide the region (0，1) into 160，80，40, 20 
,10 and 5 equal subintervals, which consists of six levels of grids and the finest finite element 
mesh size is 1/160 while the coarsest mesh size 1/5. 
For the 2-d problem as (5.1.3), we divide the region (0,1) x (0,1) into 64 x 64，32 x 32， 
16 X 16’ 8 X 8 and 4 x 4 equal squares and then further divide these squares through their 
diagonal into two triangles, which consists of five levels of triangulations of the domain and 
the finest finite element mesh size is %/2/64 while the coarsest mesh size \/2/4. 
For the parameter identification problems when Vz is available, the maximum number of the 
iteration cycle of the M M C algorithm is taken to be 10, while for the parameter identification 
problems when z is available, the maximum number is taken to be 20. For parabolic cases, 
the measured data are only given on the terminal time, i.e., no is taken to be zero in (4.4.3) 
and (4.5.3). 
In the following experiments we illustrate the convergence of the k-th. iterate qk to the true 
parameter Q^ exact for our M M C algorithm by plotting the discrete I ? norm of the error, 
i.e. IQA； — ^exactll for the increasing iteration number. The discrete L^ norm of current and 
previous iterates, i.e. ||gjt 一 Qk-i\\ for the increasing iteration number are also plotted for 
comparison. 
5.2 Smoothing property of gradient methods 
As we will see, the smoothing property of gradient methods highly depends on the regulariza-
tion term and regularization parameter. Here we use the iJi-semi-norm as the regularization 
term in those four examples, which acts as the role of the inverse of a Laplace operator to 
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force the error to be smooth. But on the other hand, the regularization parameter deter-
mines how strong the smoothing property is, i.e., the smaller the regularization parameter, 
the less smoothing property the gradient methods have. If the regularization parameter is 
too small, the smoothing property can be totally superseded by the nonlinearity of the cost 
functional and thus the resulting errors may still oscillate wildly. 
Here we demonstrate the smoothing property of gradient methods for the parameter iden-
tification problems by two examples. We take test problem 1 with the exact parameter 
qi{x) = 7 + 23：2 + 2sin(27ra;) and test problem 3 with q^ix^y) = 7 + - y). All the 
others have similar performance for they have similar regularization structures. 
We deliberately set initial guesses 
g 严⑷= g i ( a ; ) + 2sin(2�a;) 
and 
(a：, y) = qs{x, y) -\-2sm{2^x) sin(2�)， 
where i, j, k are used to control the high or low frequency mode error. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 
represent the first three iterations of the damping process of the high frequency modes when 
i = 9’ J. = 8 and k = respectively by using the gradient-type optimization procedure in 
Section 2.3. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 represent the iteration processes of the damping process of 
the low-median frequency modes when i = 5, j = 4 and k = 4, respectively by the same 
gradient-type optimization procedure. 
5.3 Numerical examples 
Example 1. We take the exact coefficient q{x,y) and state variable u(x, y) in (5.1.3) and 
observed data Vz[x, y) as follows: 
ii(a;, y) = sin(7ra;) sm{ny)^ 
•2(3；，2/) = + 
the function f{x,y) is computed through (5.1.3) using u{x,y) and q{x,y). Figures (5.5), 
(5.6), (5.8), (5.10) show the exact parameter g^ exact and the identified parameter qh{x) when 
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the smoothing property of gradient method in one dimension. Top 
from left to right: first three iterates of gradient methods, the exact parameter is denoted 
by the red line, the current iterate of parameter by the blue line. Bottom from left to right: 
the difference between the exact parameter and the current iterate is denoted by green line. 
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the smoothing property of gradient method in two dimension. Top 
from left to right: first three iterates of gradient methods. Bottom from left to right: the 
difference between the exact parameter and the current iterate. 
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the smoothing property of gradient method in one dimension. 
From left to right, from top to bottom: the initial guess, the first, fifth, tenth, twentieth, 
thirtieth iterates of gradient methods, (the exact parameter is denoted by the red line, the 
current iterate of parameter by the blue line), the difference between the exact parameter 
and the zeroth, first, fifth, tenth, twentieth, thirtieth iterates (denoted by green line). 
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the smoothing property of gradient method in two dimension. 
From left to right, from top to bottom: the initial guess, the first, fifth, tenth, twentieth, 
thirtieth iterates of gradient methods, the difference between the exact parameter and the 
zeroth, first, fifth, tenth, twentieth, thirtieth iterates. 
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the error levels are 0.01, 0.05 and 0.10, respectively. From Figures (5.7)，(5.9), (5.11)，we see 
that the method converges quite fast and stable for different level of noises and the profile 
of the parameter can be almost fully approximated within the first 5 iterations except for 
those points on the boundary or where the gradients of u are nearly zero. The curve of 
the I ? norm of the error between the current iterate qk and the exact coefficient (/exact level 
off after 5 iterations. An important observation is that although the iteration keeps on or 
there are still less and less modification for the parameter, as indicated by the curve of I ? 
norm of the error between the current iterate Qk and its previous iterate qk-i , these minor 
modifications are in fact in vain when considering the measurement error. This holds true for 
the rest of other examples. By our experience, good initial line search step size is seldomly 
overestimated in these first four iterations, that amounts to eight solutions of the direct PDE 
problem on the finest grid for there are two pre-smoothing steps at that grid each iteration. 
Besides, the proposed method can tolerate high level of random errors. Even after adding 
white noise by ten percents, the identified parameter still has the similar profile as the exact 
one. 
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Figure 5.5: "exact，the exact parameter 
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Figure 5.6: #=10，S = 0.01, 7 = 4 x lO—�iter=6，err= 0.052. 
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Figure 5.7: 8 = 0.01，H^ a； — feet 11 versus iterations. Logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 
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Figure 5.8: ^ = 1 0 , S = 0.05, 7= 1 x 10-3’ iter=6, err= 0.064. 
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Figure 5.9: S = 0.05, \\qk — (/exact 11 versus iterations. Logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 
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Figure 5.10: # = 1 0 ’ S = 0.10’ 7 = 2 x 10-3，iter=6, err= 0.096. 
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Figure 5.11: S = 0.10, ||办—Q^exact" versus iterations. Logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 
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E x a m p l e 2. We take the exact coefficient q(x) and state variable u(x) in (5.1.1) and 
observed data Vz(x) as follows: 
Q(^) = 7 + 2x2 + 2sin(27rx), 
u(x) = sinpTnr)’ 
• 么 ⑷ = ( l + (5(x))27rcos(27rx), 
the function f ( x ) is computed through (5.1.1) using and q(x). Figures (5.12), (5.14), 
(5.16) show the exact parameter ^exact (the solid line) and the identified p a r a m e t e r q h � ( t h e 
dash line) when the error levels are 0.01, 0.05 and 0.10，respectively. From Figures (5.13), 
(5.15), (5.17), we see that the method converges quite fast and stable for different level of 
noises and the profile of the parameter can be almost fully approximated within the first 5 
iterations. The curve of the L? norm of the error between the current iterate qk and the 
exact coefficient Qexact have similar behaviors as Example 0，so does the performance of the 
algorithm. 
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Figure 5.12: gg=10’ 6 = 0.01’ 7 = 5 x 10_5, iter=6，err= 0.025. 
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Figure 5 . 1 3 : 5 = 0 . 0 1 , H^ a： 一 ^exactll versus iterations. Logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 
No. of iterations 
Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 475 475 : 479 476 I S T 
2 ~ 5 6 1 5 3 " 1 5 9 1 0 3 l U 1 5 0 T l 5 1 1 2 " T T l 1 1 3 
3 5 9 13 17 " W 154 153 114 149 
4~~ 5 7 "9 1 2 ~ ~ ^ 66 148 110 I ^ U T 
5 5 5 8 10 "16 21 150 113 T l 2 146 
6 I 4 I 4 5 I 7 I 11 I 18 I 23 I 65 I 26 I 3T~ 
Table 5.1: Number of forward solves at each iteration on different levels of grids. 
No. of iterations 
T ^ 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 5 | 6 I 7 8 | 9 f 5 ~ 
1 = 169 473 473 473 479 476 T T T 
2 6 107 113 "Tot" 112 T i 2 109 " m i n 
3 5 7 “ 5 1 1 5 1 " T ^ 1 5 5 T 5 9 1 5 9 1 5 7 
4 " " 6 ~ 5 1 0 l 8 ~ ~ l O O " ^ l i T 1 4 7 1 4 7 
5 5 6 6 10 T ^ 116 I T T 151 158 156 
~ ^ I 4 I 4 I 4 I 7 I 13 I 18 I 21 | 27 | 61 | 66 
Table 5.2: Number of forward solves at each iteration on different levels of grids. 
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Figure 5.14: ^=10，6 = 0.05，7 = 3 x 10—4，iter=6, e r r : 0.044. 
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Figure 5.15: S = 0.05, \\qk —如xactll versus iterations. Logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 
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Figure 5.16: S = 0.10, 7 = 9 x 10-4’ iter=4, err= 0.068. 
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Figure 5.17: 8 = 0.10，H^ a； _ fcctll versus iterations. Logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 
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No. of iterations 
T ^ l 1 | 2 I 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 1 0 
" " “ r ^ H ^ l i ^ H r ^ T r l G r 4 8 5 4 7 5 4 7 7 4 8 8 
2 ~ 6 5 5 53 111 112 104 111 109 "l06 " W 
~ 3 5 7 9 ~ 149 97 114 107 "162 108 
~~4 6 5 9 1 7 14 98 151 106 "l48 109 
~ ~ 5 5 5 "9 104 112 n o 156 152 " T ^ 
~ ~ 6 ^ 4 I 5 I 7 I 10 I 51 I 67 I 20 I 60 I 27 I 27 
Table 5.3: Number of forward solves at each iteration on different levels of grids. 
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Example 3. We take the exact coefficient q{x,y) and state variable u{x,y) in (5.1.3) and 
observed data z(x’ y) as follows: 
q{x,y) = 5 + 32x(l - x)y{l - y) + 2sin(7rrc) sin(7ry), 
y) = sin(7nc) siii(7ry)， 
z(x,y) = (l + 6(x,p))u(x,y), 
the function f(x,y) is computed through (5.1.3) using u(x,y) and q(x,y). Figures (5.18), 
(5.19), (5.21), (5.23) show the exact parameter e^xact and the identified parameter qh{x) when 
the error levels are 0.01, 0.05 and 0.10，respectively. From Figures (5.20), (5.22), (5.24), we 
see that the method converges quite fast and stable for different level of noises and the profile 
of the parameter can be almost fully approximated within the first 15 iterations except for 
those points on the boundary or where the gradients of u are nearly zero. The curve of the 
I ? norm of the error between the current iterate qk and the exact coefficient Qexact level off 
after 10—15 iterations. The proposed method can tolerate high level of random errors. Even 
after adding white noise by ten percents, the identified parameter still has the similar profile 
as the exact one. 
0 0 
Figure 5.18:如xact，the exact parameter 
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Figure 5.19: <5 = 0.01，7 二 5 x lO—?，iter=15，err= 0.011. 
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Figure 5.20: S = 0.01, ||办一^exactll versus iterations. Logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 
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Figure 5.21: ^二 10’ = 0.05，7 = 1 x 10_6，iter二 10，err= 0.014. 
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Figure 5.22: S = 0.05, ||办 一 gexactll versus iterations. Logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 
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Figure 5.23: 9^=10, 6 = 0.10，7 = 2 x IO—g，iter=5，err= 0.018. 
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Figure 5.24: 5 = 0.10, \\qk - ^exactll versus iterations. Logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 
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E x a m p l e 4. We take the exact coefficient q{x) and state variable u{x) in (5.1.2) and 
observed data \/z{x) as follows: 
q(x) = 7 + 2x2 + 2sin(27ra;), 
u{x, t) = exp(sin nt) sin(27ra;), 
Vz{x) = (1 + 制 ) ^冲， 1 )， 
the function f{x, t) is computed through (5.1.2) using u{x, t) and q{x), and the initial bound-
ary condition is given by u{x, 0) = sin(27ra;). Prom Figures (5.25)，(5.27) and (5.29) below, 
we see that the method converges quite fast and stable for different level of noises. The 
profile of the parameter can be almost approximated within the 5-8 iterations. The curve 
of the L? norm of the error between q and the exact coefficient level off after 4-8 iterations 
as indicated in Figure (5.26), (5.28) and (5.30). Besides, the proposed method can tolerate 
high level of random errors. Even after adding white noise by ten percents, the identified 
parameter still has the similar profile as the exact one. 
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Figure 5.25: 5 = 0.01, 7 = 8 x lO—?，iter=8，err= 0.015. 
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Figure 5 . 2 6 : S = 0.01，H^A：-如xactll versus iterations. Logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 
No. of iterations 
Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 “ 1 6 5 4 8 4 : 4 8 7 4 8 5 " W 4 8 4 48厂 4 8 6 4 8 6 
2 “ 10 57 60 67 l 5 3 113 165 117 119 ~l09~ 
3 “ 9 13 “ 17 19 "23 27 "74~ 148 1 4 9 " T ^ 
4 "9 1 0 ~ ~ 1 6 ~ ~ 1 8 2 3 28 '109 144 
5 " 9 9 1 4 1 8 1 6 ~ 2 2 1 0 8 l ^ l i T " ! ^ 
6 7 I 7 I 8 I 12 I 14 I 17 I 21 I 27 I 61 I 61 
Table 5.4: Number of forward solves at each iteration on different levels of grids. 
No. of iterations 
Level I 1 I 2 3 4 | 5 | 6 7 8 9 [ W ~ 
1 433 "484 482 485 489 489 485 
2 " I O ~ l 5 ^ I ^ I Q ^ T ^ 165 112 " T i r i l ^ 
3 ~ " 9 ~ 10 13 23 161 148 156~ 152 150 154 
4 " 9 ~ 10 12— 17 157' 109 111 I W 157 
5 " 9 ~ 9 "11 16 ~60 112 " W 111 114 156 
6 I 7 I 7 I 7 I 10 I 15 I 23 I 27 I 30 I 28 I 75— 
Table 5.5: Number of forward solves at each iteration on different levels of grids. 
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Figure 5.27: q�=10，S = 0.05，7 = 3 x 10—6，iter=6, err= 0.051. 
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Figure 5.28: h = 0.05’ || 办 一 feet 11 versus iterations. Logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 
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Figure 5.29: ^^=10, b = 0.10，7 二 5 x 10一6，iter=5, err= 0.067. 
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Figure 5 . 3 0 : 5 = 0 . 1 0 , \\qk -如x a c t l l versus iterations. Logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 
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No. of iterations 
Level I 1 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 | 1 0 : 
1 ~ ^ I T T ^ " ! ^ ^ ^ 486 482 "4^3 488 487 488 
~2 W l ^ " " ” 1 7 155 159 160 161 158 158 " W " 
"3 9 I T " 15 163 161 160 161 154 160 
• 4 " 1 0 ~ 9 12 1 1 4 " T l J " 1 1 2 1 5 5 1 5 0 1 6 3 
5 " 9 ~ 9 1 2 W ~ 101 117 108 118 112 
~ 6 ~ I 7 I 7 7 I 13 I 19 I 24 | 25 | 27 | 27 \W~ 
Table 5.6: Number of forward solves at each iteration on different levels of grids. 
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Example 5. We take the exact coefficient q(x) and state variable u{x) in (5.1.2) and 
observed data z{x) as follows: 
q{x) = 3 + 2x^ + 2 sin(27ra;), 
u{Xyt) = exp(sin7rt) sin(27ra;), 
z(x) = (1 + S(x))u(x,l), 
the function f ( x , t) is computed through (5.1.2) using u{x, t) and q{x), and the initial bound-
ary condition is given by u{x, 0) = sin(27ra:). For this problem, the fidelity term 以u-z? dx 
has little effect on the cost functional, while the regularization term f^ \Vq\'^dx dominate 
the cost functional, thus here we take almost the same regularization parameters for different 
levels of noise. Prom the Figures (5.31), (5.33) and (5.35) below, we see that the method 
converges relatively fast for different level of noises . The profile of the parameter can be well 
approximated within about 15 iterations except for those points on the boundary or where 
the gradients of u are nearly zero.. The curve of the I? norm of the error between q and 
the exact coefficient level off after 15-20 iterations as indicated in Figures (5.32), (5.34) and 
(5.36). Besides, the proposed method can tolerate high level of random errors. Even after 
adding white noise by ten percents, the identified parameter still has the similar profile as 
the exact one. One possible reason for poor performance for this problem is that the cost 
functional is highly nonlinear and has no convexity. 
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Figure 5.31:旧=10, (5 = 0.01，7 = 8 x 10一9’ iter二 18’ err= 0.012. 
5.3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES ^ 
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Figure 5.32: S = 0.01’ ||办-gexactll versus iterations. Logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 
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Figure 5.33:成=10, (5 = 0.05，7 = 8 x 10一9’ iter=22, err= 0.016. 
5.3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES ^ 
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Figure 5.34： 6 = 0.05, ||办—^exactll versus iterations. Logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 
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Figure 5.35: gg=10，S = 0.10’ 7 = 1 x lO—s, iter=12，err= 0.021. 
5.3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES ^ 
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Figure 5 . 3 6 : S = 0 . 1 0 , ||gjt - ^exactll versus iterations. Logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusion Remarks 
In this work we have introduced a multilevel model correction approach for solving inverse 
problems. This method is not solving the problem on only one level of grid, but recursively 
modifying the cost functionals on different levels of grids and solving the modified problems 
from fine to coarse grids. This gives some advantages when the fast convergent rate and high 
level of random error are met. 
Numerical experiments of parameter identification problems in elliptic and parabolic systems 
show that the proposed algorithm is globally convergent, even with very rough and bad initial 
guesses, and converges much faster than the classical methods in [5’ 14，15 . 
Theoretical analysis of the convergence and convergent rate of the M M C algorithm and its 
variants and numerical experiments on the identification of the source term, initial condition, 
or radiative coefficient will be studied in the future. 
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